Who We Are
Coalatree is run by a team of folks who love getting outside. We design eco-minded accessories and apparel for the adventurer in everyone, from athletes and photographers to your city slickers and weekend warriors.

What We Do
It’s our passion to bring elements of the outdoors and the city life together. Whether you’re summiting the tallest peaks or at the tavern with friends, our products are practical, stylish, and functional. Being ready for anything is what we’re all about.

Environmental Responsibility
In every step of the design, manufacturing, and shipping process, we look for ways to be more sustainable and minimize our impact. Environmental responsibility is central to our
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Recycled Materials
Ethically Made
Sustainably Produced
Eco-Friendly Packaging
Trailhead Family

Made with 4 way stretch and durable ripstop nylon, these pants are an all-time fan favorite. They raised a combined total of over $650,000 on Kickstarter. Durable, smartly built, and ridiculously comfy, our innovative Trailhead Family is revolutionizing your traditional recreation outerwear.

*Available in Slim Fit and Regular Fit*

Light as a Feather  DWR Coated  Packable  Made to Last  4 Way Stretch
"Damn near perfect."

"Impressively durable."

"A long-lasting pair of outdoor minded shorts for just about any use."

Don't Just Take Our Word:

Outside

Climbing
We took our favorite pants and made them summer ready. Trailhead shorts are waterproof, breathable, and tear-resistant. They are made from four-way stretch ripstop nylon fabric with antimicrobial features. They pack down into their front pocket for travel or for use as a small pillow.

Women’s Trailhead Shorts

Men’s Trailhead Shorts
Decaf Denim

After four years of in-depth design and engineering, we have finally hit our mark; The Decaf Denim is here. The Decaf Denim is the perfect combination of technical jeans, maximum comfort, and sustainable manufacturing. In addition to being made from recycled materials, we also incorporate a waterless dye method, saving millions of gallons of waste water.

Decaf Denim available in Slim and Regular fit, Indigo and Black.
Evolution Joggers

We are back with the perfect pair to our Evolution Hoodie; the Evolution Joggers. Like our hoodie, they are made from recycled coffee grounds, use a waterless dye technique, and are so soft, you'll want to live in them. Equipped with hidden zipper pockets, they make travel days carefree and pickpocketing a thing of the past.

- Green
- Oatmeal
- Black
- Maroon
The Evolution Hoodie

Spent coffee grounds are mixed & melted down with recycled plastic bottles to create the fibers for this incredible Evolution Hoodie. Featuring a hidden zippered pouch to securely stash your valuables, plus two organizer pockets and a hanging loop for keys.
Baseline Layer
Made from recycled plastic and coffee grounds, the Baseline is a lightweight, mid layer fleece can be used year-round. Whether you’re at your home office, on the slopes, at your local climbing gym, virtual spin class, or doing yoga, the Baseline will become your new go-to layer. In addition to being made from recycled materials, this fleece won’t shed any micro plastics, keeping our water systems free of plastic waste.

Features
- Honeycomb Fabric
- No Micro Plastic Shedding
- Waterless Dye Method
- Made from Coffee & Plastic
- Stain & Water Resistant

Available in Gold, Copper, Green, and Charcoal
Camper Hooded Jacket

Featuring a long-lasting insulation that keeps its warmth even when wet, six pockets for gloves, headphones, passports, and more, and an internal stuff pocket that instantly turns the jacket into an on-the-go travel pillow.

Lightweight  Weatherproof  Sustainably Made  Hypoallergenic  Water Repellent
**Whistler Windbreaker**

The Whistler Windbreaker is self-healing, featherweight, and functional—in short, it’s the jacket that does it all. Your perfect travel piece, the Whistler will keep you protected from winds while serving as an easy-to-pack layer, from the mountains to the city and beyond.

- **Heals Rips & Tears in Seconds**
- **Jacket of All Trades**
- **Packable**
- **Featherweight**
- **Microscopic view of hi-tech self-healing material**
Original Kachula

Use it as a blanket, travel pillow, light sleeping bag, or even an emergency poncho. Snap multiple Kachulas together for a modular blanket system. No matter where life takes you, the Kachula adapts to your adventure.

More styles available Online
Puffy Kachula

The best of our Kachula Adventure Blanket and a good old-fashioned puffy jacket, it’s a blanket, pillow, cold weather poncho, sleep sack, and more, it’s the most snuggle-soft and versatile puffy blanket out there.

*More styles available Online*
Loafer Packable Hammock

A lightweight hammock that comes with everything you need to start lounging. Whether you’re posting up between two trees or the fire escape of an abandoned building, the Loafer Hammock is ready to hang.

Available in Single and Double sizes

Socks

All of our socks are made from a unique blend of cotton, recycled plastic, and recycled coffee grounds. Coffee is naturally odor-absorbing, so no more worrying what your friends will think when you take off your hiking shoes and kick back.

Green Bean Socks
Available in White and Black

Diamond Java Socks
Available in Yellow, Green, and Blue

Coffee Hiking Socks
Available in Blue, Green, and Red
Haswell Survival Knife

Each Haswell Knife is hand-crafted with care and forged from durable, long lasting 1095 high-forged carbon steel. With a Scandi ground edge, brass rivets, and a walnut handle, the Haswell Knife will get the job done.

“The Swiss army knife of blankets.”
Climbing
Compass Backpack

The Compass Backpack is designed with durability, functionality, and sustainability in mind. Made from a specialty blend of durable, slash-proof, water-repellent fabric, the compass pack keeps your valuables safe in any situation.

Available in Slate Blue, Moss, and Grey

Nomad Packable Backpack

Your go-to pack for wherever life takes you. The Nomad Packable Backpack is constructed with ripstop nylon and reinforced stitching, and packs into an interior pocket. Simple to use, easy to store, and ultra-convenient.

Available in Black and Grey

Nomad Duffel Bag

Whether it be a trip to the gym, an outdoor adventure, baby supplies, or a quick trip to the grocery store, the 22 L Nomad Packable Duffel allows you to take what you need and more. Constructed from durable reinforced nylon, it stuffs into its own pocket so you can travel with it easily.
The Switchback Shirt

A stylish button up shirt made from Ice Cafe fabric which is proven to lower the temperature around your body. Ice Cafe is a sustainable yarn whose’ benefits will never wash out. This keeps pollutants from harming our water supplies.

Available in Women’s and Men’s Fit, in Black, Grey, Brown, and Blue
Quick Dry T's
Our Quick Dry Tees are just what your workout needs. Moisture wicking, cooling, and made from recycled materials, these shirts will help you step up your game while keeping you comfortable.

Available in Aquifer, Brick, Black, Heather, Honey, and Pacific

Pheasant T
10 Year T
Weekend Plans T
Arch T
Save the Bees T
Fish T
Tops

10 Tear Tee
Blanket Tee
Fish Finder Tee
GTO Tee
Jacques Cousteau
MTN2CTY Tee
Mountain Range Tee
Hats Hats Hats Hat

Bucket Hat
Discrete x Coalatree Five Panel
MTN2CTY Five Panel

Zion National Park
Workwear Five Panel Tan
MTN2CTY Trucker

Workwear Five Panel Brown
Green Rad Hat
Glacier National Park

CT Beanie Black
CT Beanie Grey

Tie Dye CT Beanie
Our Giveback

When Coalatree was founded in 2010, one of our goals was to give back to the environment and to our community. Those goals ring true today more than ever, and your support makes these programs possible. Here’s what we’re doing to make a difference.

Adopt-A-Native-Elder

In partnership with the Adopt-A-Native-Elder Program, 10% of the sales of our headdress stickers will go directly to supporting a Navajo Elder in need.

Caring for Our Canyons

We’ve partnered with local environmental groups to build and maintain hiking and biking trails, remove graffiti from climbing crags, remove trash, and more.

Blankets for the Homeless

Surplus fabric from our Kachula blankets are re-purposed into warm blankets, and we’ve distributed hundreds of blankets to the needy.

#GreettheOutdoors

@coalatree